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QUASICOMPONENTS AND SHAPE THEORY
Jerzy Dydak and Manuel Alonso Moron

K. Borsuk [BoJ (p. 214) constructed a functor
~ TOP from the shape category of compacta to the
CM
topological category such that A(X) is the space of

A: SH

components of X.

=

sequence f

Moreover, for every fundamental

{fk,X,Y} from X to Y and for every component

C of X, {fk,C,A(C)} is a fundamental sequence from C to
A[fJ(C).

Several authors (see [Ba l ,2,3 J , [GJ and [SJ)

tried to generalize this result to non-compact spaces
(locally compact or metrizable).

In the present paper

we show that the correct setting for possible generaliza
tions is the shape analogue of quasicomponents.
Given a space X let

~X

be the set of all quasi

components of X with the quotient topology.
is the projection and S: HTOP

~

PX: X

~ ~x

Sh denotes the shape

functor (see [D-SJ) from the homotopy category to the
shape category.
a

~nique

For any map a: X

~

Y

and~-Xo

element of 4Y containing a(X ).

map pya: X
tinuous map

O

E ~X there is

That means the

6Y factors through 6X, so there is a con

-+

~

(a) : 6X

~

~y

over, a homotopic to b ilnplies
a functor 6: HTOP

~

= pya ..

such that 6(a)px
~(a)

=

~(b)

•

More

Thus we have

TOP from the homotopy category to the

topological category.

If one wants to get a functor

~: SH ~ TOP from the shape category, the natural way is
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v

to take the Cech system {XU,PUV,COV} of X (XU are the
v

,nerves of numerable coverings U of X) and define

~(X)

as

l~m{~Xu'~(puv) ,COV} (with the inverse

the inverse limit

limit topology) of the system {~Xu'~(PUV) ,COV}.

Theorem 1.

~X

If every open cover of

admits an open

refinement consisting of mutually disjoint sets, then the
v

natural map

~X ~

is a homeomorphism.

~(X)

v

Proof.

The map

~X ~

~(X)

is always one-to-one.

Indeed, if F and G are two different quasicomponents of
X, then there is an open-closed set U in X with U contain
ing F and X-U containing G.

The covering U

=

{U,X-U}

determines Xu such that F and G are sent to two different
points of

~XU

Claim.

XU.

If C is a closed set in

of C in ~(X) is equal to rr{~PU(C): U

~X,

E

then the image

CO V} n ~(X).
v

Proof of

Clatm~

Obviously the image of C in

contained in rr{~PU(C):U E
{C u'

COV} n 1(x).

U E COV} E rr{~Pu(C): U E COV} n

~(X)

is

Suppose

1(x).

Then

{pu-l(C )' u E COV} is a system of open-closed sets in X.
U

If its intersection has a mutual point with C, we are done.
So let us assume n {pu
that the sets X-PU

-1

-1

(C )' U E COV} C X-C.
U

Notice

(CUl, U E COV, are open-closed in X.

Thus there is a refinement W of {X - C} U {X - pu-l(C )'
U
U E COV} consisting of mutually disjoint open-closed sets.
By the definition of the Cech system of X, W E COV,
is the nerve of Wand PW: X

~

Xw

Xw is an enumeration of

W.
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In our case X

+

maps each element U of W onto the vertex U of X.

Observe

w is a O-dimensional complex and PW: X

that

Xw

= xw and Cw must

be a vertex Uo of XW• On the
-1
other hand Uo is contained in X-PV (C V' for some V. Thus
PV(C ) is disjoint with C ' a contradiction.
~xw

V

W

Xu

Notice that for each
the discrete space
tions).

~xu

(here PU: X

rr{~PU(C):

Since

the set

~(X)

is closed.

is closed in

Xu are the projec

U E COV} is closed, we infer

y

~X +

+

~Pu(C)

Taking C

=

y

X we get that

~X +

~(X)

is onto.
y

Corollary 1.

The natural map

~X +

~(X)

is a homeo

morphism i f one of the foilowing aonditions is satisfied:
~X

b.

X is loaally aompaat metrizable and eaah

aomponent of

is paraaompaat and

= 0,

a.

dim~X

is aompaat.

X

Case a) follows from Theorem 3 in [E] (p. 278).

Proof.

In case b) X is a topological sum of compact metrizable
spaces (see [Ba ], p. 258).
2
Remark.

In [M] (proposition 1.4) it is shown that

each quasicomponent of X is connected provided X is normal,

PX: X

+

~X

is closed and

Theorem 2.

Y is paraaompaat,

Suppose f:
dim~Y

= o.

ind(~X)

=

X +

Y

is a shape morphism,

0 and Py: Y

+

~Y

is alosed.

If B is a alosed subset of ~Y and A C ~X n 1(f)-1(B),
then there exists a unique shape morphism

Oydak and Moron
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-1

fo:px
i: Px

-1

(A)

~

(A)

~

-1

(B) such that S(j)f O = f·S(i)3 where
-1
X and j: py (B) ~ Yare inclusions.

Py

Theorem 2 is a simple consequence of the following:
Lemma 1.

Suppose B is a subset of a paracompact

spaae Y suah that eaah neighborhood of B in Y contains
an

open-alosed neighborhood of B in Y.

Let

{YU,PUV~GOV}

'Y

be the Cech system of Y.

For eaah aovering U E COV con

sider the subaomplex N(UIB)

(equal to the nerve of U re

stricted to·B) of YU and let BU be the union of all
aomponents of points of N(UIB) in YU •
pro-homotqpy map B

Then the natural

~ {B

U' U E COV} satisfies the aon

L~e

set of all numerable coverings of

tinuity aondition.
Proof. COV is

Y, Yu is the nerve N(U) of U and PU: Y ~ Y is an
U
enumeration of U (see [0-5J, pp. 20-22). The induced
maps B

B will be denoted by que
U
properties:
a.

~

For each map

f:

B

~

We need to show two

K E ANR(M) there is U E :COV

and f : B ~ K with f homotopic to fUqU.
U
U
b.
If fU,h U: B ~. K are maps such that fuqU is
U
homotopic to huqu' then there is V ~ U with fuqvu is
homotopic to hUqVU' where q-VU: B-V

~ BU·

Since we can change K up to homotopy type we may
assume K is a complete metric space, and therefore it is
an ANE for paracompact spaces (see [O-KJ).
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K, where V is

~

an open-closed set containing B, and then we extend f' to
f": Y

~

Since Y

~

{Y ' U E A} satisfies the continuity
U
condition, there is U E COV and gU: Y ~ K with fn homoK.

u

Now take f U = gulB.
If fU,h U: B U ~ K are maps such that fUqU is homo

topic to guqU.

topic to hUqU' choose an open-closed neighborhood V of B
in Y with qU(V) contained in BU.

By extending the homo

topy between fuqU and huqU we may assume that those two
Let W

maps are homotopic as maps from V to K.
(ulv) u (UIY - V).
as fUPWU on N(Ulv)

Define a map s: Y ~
W
(gupwu on N(UIV»

(t: YW ~

K

K)

and constant on

Then sPw is homotopic to tPW' so there is

N(UIY - V).

V ~ W with sPVW is homotopic to tPVW.

= BW '

Since N(Ulv)

we are done.
A simple consequence of Theorem 2 is the following:
CoroZZary.

Suppose f: X

of paracompaat spaces.
~

Py: y

~(f)

(X

o)

~X

Y is a shape isomorphism

If both maps Px: X

6Y are closed and dim6X

every X E
o
v

~

=

dim6Y

=

~ ~X,

0, then for

there is a shape equivalence fa:

such that S(j)f

O
j: YOc. Yare incZusions.

~

fS(i),

~

Xo

where~: XO~

Yo

X and

Here is a partial converse to the above Corollary:
Theorem 3.

Suppose f:

X ~ Y

is a aZosed map of

paracompaat spaces such that for every X

o

E

~X

the

Oydak and Mor6n
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restriction f O: Xo ~ YO = ~(XO) of f is a shape equiva
lence and ~(f): ~(X) ~ ~(Y) is a bijection.
If Py: Y ~
is closed and

di~Y

=

~Y

0, then f is a shape equivalence.

Replacing Y by the mapping cylinder of f we

Proof.

may assume that f is the inclusion of a closed set X into
Y.

We need to show that for each map a: X

there is an extension a': Y

~

K.

~

K E ANR(M)

Since we can change K

up to homotopy type we may assume K is a complete metric
space, and therefore it is an ANE for
(see [O-K]).

YO E

For each Xo E

~x

paracom~act

spaces

we can extend alx o to

~y

containing XO• Subsequently we extend a from X
to an open-closed neighborhood V of YO in Y.
Now,

choose a refinement of {V} consisting of mutually disjoint
open sets and it is clear how to define an extension of a.
If a,b: Y ~ K are two maps such that alX and blx
are homotopic, we proceed similarly as above to show
that a and b are homotopic.
Remark.

Theorem 3 is a generalization of

Theorem 4.5.5 in [D-5] (p. 62).

Theorem 4.
that p : X
X

Xo E

~X

~

Suppose X is a paracompact space such

6X is closed and

di~X

= o.

If for every

the deformation dimension def-dim(X ) is Zess than
O

or equaZ to n, then def-dim(X)
Proof.

~

n.

It suffices to show that for every simplicial

complex K (with the metric topology) any map f: X
homotopic to a map g with g(X) C K(n) •

~

K is
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Claim.
If def-dim(Y) ~ n, then any map
oo
g: Y ~ Up=l K(P) x [ p,oo) is homotopic to a map which
values lie in

unp=l

K(P) x [p

00).

'
Proof of Claim. Since the identity map
OO
U
K (p) x [p 00) ~ uoo
K(P) x [p,oo)
p=l w
'
p=l
is a homotopy euqiva1ence (here Kw means K with the weak
topology) we can factor 9 up to homotopy through

L = U;=l Kw(P) x [p,oo)

(L is considered with the natural

CW structure) and using the fact that def-dim(Y) < n we
can push 9 into L(n) which is contained in

uP

K(P) x [p 00)
p=l
'
·
Suppose g: X ~ K. Since the projection

L
n

~: L' = U;=l K(P) x [p,oo) ~ K is a homotopy equivalence
(~

induces isomorphisms of homotopy groups at each point),

there is g': X

LV with g'

~

~

TIg.

Given any quasi-

component Xo of X, g'lx o is homotopic to go with go (X o )
contained in Ln. Since L' is an ANE for paracompact
spaces (see [H], p. 63), we can find an open closed
neighborhood Vo of Xo in X such that g'lv o is homotopic to
a map w~th values in Ln. Finally we can find a covering
V of X consisting of mutually disjoint open sets such that

g' Iv is homotopic to a map with values in L

n

in V.

for every V

Now, it is clear that g' is homotopic to a map gil

with values in L.
n

Then

g"~

is homotopic to g and its

values are in K(n) •
Remark.

In the compact metrizable case Theorem 4 was

proved by S. Nowak [N].
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Theorem 5.
that PX: X

Suppose X is a paracompact space such

~ ~X

closed covering of X such that PX
B E F is movable

= o.

di~X

is closed and

-1

(px(r»

movable)~

(uniformly

If F

is a

F and every

then X is movabZe

(uniformly movable) .

Proof.
case.

The

We will prove only the uniformly movable
pr~of

of the movable case is similar.

Let

v

{Xu,PUV,COV} be the Cech system of X.
natural pro-homotopy map B

~

By Lemma 1, the

{B ' U E CO'V} satisfies the
U

continuity condition for each B E F.

Thus for each

covering U E COV and for each B E F there is a covering

V{B) E COV,

V(B)

such that S[PU]gB

W of {(PV(B»

-1

= S[PV(B)U].

~

X

Choose an open refinement

F} consisting of mutually dis

Now, we define an open refinement V of

given W in W we choose B E F with

U as follows:
W C (PV{B»

U, and a shape morphism gB: BV(B)

(BV(B»: B E

joint open sets.

-1

~

(BV{B»

and declare the elements of V inter

secting W to be precisely W n V{B).

Notice that N(W n V)

is contained in BV(B)' so that we can piece together gBIs

to get g: N(V)

Remarks.

= Xv

~ X with S[PU]g

S[PVU].

Theorem 5 is related to Theorem 3.1 of [M].

In [D-S-S] there is an example of a non-movable metrizable
space X such that each of its quasicomponents is movable.
The same example shows that one cannot drop both of the
hypotheses (px closed and

dim~X

=

0) in Theorem 4.
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